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DESCRIPTION: 

KLENZE GOLD – Solvent Free hand cleaner with a comprehensive blend of 

biodegradable surfactants with natural scrubbers , to give a hand cleaner 
that is able to shift most oils and greases quickly & effectively while 

protecting & moisturising the skin.  
 
PURPOSE: 

KLENZE GOLD is for use at the end of a working shift, or more frequently 
as required. 

 
METHOD of USE:  

KLENZE GOLD is supplied in 4L pods that fit the AR100 heavy duty 

industrial dispenser. A full stroke from the AR100 will supply 5ml of hand 
cleaner  - apply to dry hands & work in well to loosen all soiling. Rinse well 

with clear running water & dry hands thoroughly. 
 
ADVANTAGES: 

 
1. SOLVENT FREE Reducing the impact on the skin from 

solvents. Klenze Gold relies on a synergistic 
blend of mild surfactants to replace 
solvents, but still deliver effective removal. 

 
2. DEEP CLEANING Synergistic mild surfactants with natural 

scrubbers give a deep clean without skin 
damage 

 

3. ADDED MOISTURISERS KLENZE GOLD contains a lanolin derivative, 
propylene glycol plus emollients & 

humectants to protect against dryness.  
 
4. FRESH FRAGRANCE         A mild citrus fragrance pleasant after use 
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PACKAGING: 
 
KLENZE GOLD  is available in 3 x 4 litres Pods to fit AR100 dispenser. 
 
SHELF LIFE:  
As a quality assured manufacturer, Castle Chemicals has a stringent Quality assurance 
programme. As part of this regime, the label on this product shows a batch number 
and date of manufacture. This product has a shelf life of 24 months from the label 
printed date of manufacture.  
 
 
 
 
This information contained herein is based on data considered accurate.  However, no warranty is expressed or implied regarding 
the accuracy of these data or the results to be obtained from the use thereof.  Castle Chemicals assumes no responsibility for 
personal injury or property damage to vendees, users or third parties caused by the material.  Such vendees or users assume all 
risks associated with the use of material. May, 2006                                                                           e:/techbull/klenzeghold.doc 


